
BSI. A Blueprint for Food 
Service Design Success
When challenged with designing a food service area of 

sophistication, innovative flexibility and unparalleled quality, only 

one manufacturer fits the bill: BSI, LLC. 

BSI
5125 Race Court, Denver, CO 80216
P 800.662.9595 F 303.331.8444
brasssmith.com

We can build to satisfy 
those at the highest-end 
of the budget spectrum 
or we can also provide 
extremely high-quality, 
attractive systems for 
those with less 
extravagant plans. BSI's 
experts will work with 
you to ensure that every 
food service project you 
tackle will make you 
proud and your 
customers thrilled.

It's not only our renowned 

products, including ZGuard food 

shields and Contoura counters, 

that keep BSI at the top of the 

industry. It's also our personalized 

customer service and quick 

turn-around time.

We take pride in helping designers 

create food service areas that meet 

client budgets and deadlines while 

going beyond their expectations for 

aesthetics and function.



Need an alternative to ZGuard, we have dozens of models 

that will fit any budget and décor. And of course we can 

create custom guards that are unique to you and your 

vision. Regardless of which model you chose you’ll be 

assured of the famous customer service and commitment 

to quality that has made us the industry leader. 

Our commitment to quality is clearly shown in our famous ZGuard line of food shields. The 

ZGuard system features completely adjustable glass panels that can be set at any height and angle – 

including horizontal for use as shelves. Gone are the days of welded, non-adjustable "sneeze guards." 

Food serveries featuring ZGuard shields can be easily accessorized with our equally-innovative line of 

ZSpace and ZSign merchandising products that give your customers.

We focus on creation not frustration. Our Contoura counter system's 

pre-engineered standard framework slashes the time normally spent on shop drawings while 

offering all the benefits of pure custom design. Essentially, if you can envision it, we can provide 

it in a Contoura system that has precise fit-and-finish, integrated utility chaseways and 

removable faces that can be easily changed for aesthetic alterations. 

Spend your time planning attention-grabbing displays instead of laboring over tedious 

construction details.

BSI's unflinching attention to engineering detail and innovation is 

proudly on display with our Solera glass ceramic heated 

merchandisers. Using less wattage per square 

foot than others on the market, Solera 

merchandisers are highly efficient, 

heating only the food, not the 

surrounding countertops

The bottom line? As a designer of food service areas, you want to present 

customers with plans for the best-looking and highest-functioning equipment possible. BSI 

makes it easy. We can build to satisfy those at the highest-end of the budget spectrum or we 

can also provide extremely high-quality, attractive systems for those with less extravagant 

plans. BSI's experts will work with you to ensure that every food service project you tackle 

will make you proud and your customers thrilled.


